Galley Water Filter

My piece on lower galley modifications in the Fall 2014 Mainsheet included a
reference to installing a 9” “wholehouse” cartridge water filter from my local home
center. I received several inquiries on this install and submit herein a photo from
under the galley sink plus the following additional information. The cartridge filter
can be from any number of manufacturers, just be sure it will accept common
(relatively inexpensive) carbon elements. I installed the bracket for the filter
housing to the wall separating the dry storage from under the sink (be careful not to
leave any “sharps” in the dry storage, e.g. use capnuts). With standard threaded ½”
hose barbs for the inlet and outlet of the filter housing, ½” ID braided tubing,
existing ½” ID tubing (the blue stuff already in place in the boat) and marine quality
SS hose clamps: I rerouted the water inlet from the pump to the inlet side of the
filter housing and then ran braided tubing from the filter outlet to the pump
Inlet……as simple as that (I have not had any problems with the braided tubing
collapsing as the pump “draws”). You will now filter your tank water before it
reaches the pump, hot water heater or any hot or cold spigot in the boat. Most of the
units include a “wrench” to change filters. Depending on how good/bad your water
is in your tanks or from the dock you may
want to keep spare filter elements on
board….I usually use two filters per year
(about $10 for the two). Be advised, the
pump will not “draw” if you use a fine
particle (smaller than 30
micron…perhaps larger) filter element. I
remove the element when winterizing the
potable water system. You may find the
pump will run for a minute or two to
restore the prime after changing filter
elements …..not unlike what occurs if you
run the tank dry….which we’ve all done.

